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1. Good Morning, My name is Juanita Tallis, Starts off in the English language…

It seems as though we are using words to bring each other down, sacred offering are
made upon (earth) to summon the rain, so we can enjoy the moisture too. Most places
are sacred because of rituals being done upon those places. We’ve lost a lot of our
ceremonies, including the decrease of our medicine or medicine men. We should pray
for a good outcome from this day forward. Thank you.
2.

…

…

…
(ni)
…
…

…

…

Oh my goodness, oh my goodness, your grandparents didn’t teach you properly. You
can take off from your house to seek out a job to strengthen and stabilize yourself.
Isn’t that right? Some of might not think of it that way…I said, “I live right here” my
maternal grandfather also…Cactus Valley… yes…talk…go after jobs…
3.
1969

…
Greeting to all of you assemble here, greet you all. I will comment on two major
concerns of mine. First 1969 is mentioned here, that year was specified. Further back,
people within my community started suffering, fifty years and it still continues on.

…
The suffering I stated are topics of our discussion here, related to the mining
activities, airborne emissions of different types of Pollutants will affect your health.
Many of our children are affected now and some have passed on, working in these
mines. Fifty years and more years of fraudulent-deceitful engagement of companies
are still operating here. How long of this fraudulent-deceitful treatment can we bear,
how long will our people be treated like this! You the Government, federal and
Navajo Nation, it’s in your responsibility….
4.

Greeting, I want to introduce myself to you, I’m Mexican People Waters Joining
Together clan, Born for Reed People, Edge Water Zuni are my maternal grandfather
and Manygoats are my paternal grandfather. I live in
Dziil however, I’m
originally from Tuba City, AZ.

This subject that we are discussing, firstly, those of you that work for Peabody, thank
you, that you’re working this long, we benefit because of you. We Navajos receive
royalties that pays for many programs, like Elderly and the Veterans Programs who
used this money to provide services. It is very clear a lot of people benefits. Where
are we going to get funds like this, when we say “NO”?

Not source! There were good plans for Mojave before it closed down. Build a solar
panels farm to add jobs, there’s nothing that replaced it, we have not seen the plans.
The outside communities (white people) are prepare to take the opportunity to seize
what’s ours, though we are a sovereign nation there are people who are prepared to
take advantage of the Nation.

Elders in the past said, “your own children will (get educational knowledge) come
back and come against you in the future”, that’s the scenario right here and out there
every day, our young educated people get sucked into the main stream society I
observe. An example, the Grand Canyon Trust, an controversial issue blocking plans
for development and water plans and our people receive pay to do the dirty work of
the (Grand Canyon Trust) wants done. There are deceitful and fraudulent activities
going on today. That’s a real problem.

Be aware of these types of issues. I went on to receive higher schooling, I return to
the Navajo I was approached to work a company, I said, no I didn’t go to school to
work for anybody, My job is to be an activist to protect my people and stand up for
them, that is why I went to school. I’m not going to get sucked in to your work, to
represent you, I’m not going to be enslave by you, I stated.

Be aware of things like this, my relatives and paternal Grandfather President Russell
Begay, thank you for being here and listerning to our comments. Many of our
relatives here voted for you to lead us, to speak (do) on our behalf and placed you in
that position. Based upon this you probably receive environmentalist from outside our
boundary whom want to “buy” you to agree with them on certain issues.

No! NO! don’t ever do that, they did not vote for you. You represent and stand with
the workers from whom you receive royalities, that’s who will remember the
accomplishment they’ve share with you. These are my thoughts, it is true I have many
relatives that work up there whose jobs are impacted we need to remember and
resolve their situation too. Sure we are divided because of these issues, there are
certain things we don’t agree on with the Hopi Tribe as well but we need to stand
together on this issue, let’s not be the problem.

Let’s take a unified stand to resolve this complex problem to ask for the companies to
continue operation for a few more years to continue to receive the royalties up to
closure. From there forth we need to figure out what we need to do to resolve
associated issues in order to financially provide services. These are my thoughts and
express them to you. Thank you.
5.

Many of us still carry on life like that, we plant gardens our livestock graze out there
and we still take care of them, we are not losing that kind of lifestyle. I very
concerned about water we need more studies, monitor the water data. The vegetation
is another concern, conservation efforts need to be applied, I see it this way. We took
a tour up there, the reclamation project reclaiming the vegetation, they (company) are
doing a good job reclaiming the land.

Recently I traveled to Phoenix, then on to the San Carlos as I drove through the area,
I noted an abandoned copper mine showing poor reclamation of the site, the
responsible party let this happen, large area of barren soil wasting away. I think
compared to this copper mine site our reclamation is far better with many oversight
from all the personnel.

…

We consistently ask the company questions about it efforts. The matter around
relocation of working parents, if they should lose their jobs and have to move away, is
closely addressed concerning the home situation. Thank you to the elders who are
among us, listening to our comments, you are welcome to address your concerns here
as well and we’ll listen to you. Thank you.
6.

Greeting my name is Marie Shepard, (clans), I’m from Ganado, AZ. (English), I want
to talk to you about the work that I oversee, reclaiming of the land that was mined. It
is called Reclamation in the English language.

I oversee the monitoring (studies). To oversee the Reclamation Department is a huge
responsibility as was mentioned by Mr. Brown. There are layer of regulations and
laws to comply with. We don’t carry out what we want to do. The first step is
covering soils back over the mined areas. Well, first is the coal is mined out of the
ground then we refill the deep holes left after mining. Then the soils are put back to
cover the mined spoils, after we cover the spoils we perform evaluate it (to ensure
compliance). After that we reseed the area.

I’ll state again we have to follow all regulation and laws to perform the reseeding
proper methods for re-vegetation measures. For example, meeting with people who
live surrounding the mine are informed about the re-seeding project. Trees and shrubs
are re-establish too, and that’s a big undertaking.

As Steven talked about the re-planting of tree, we have to replant all types of
vegetation. We also perform the monitoring aspect. We monitor the air, water, and
vegetation. We observe and monitor the animals i.e. deer, elks that come back to the
reclaimed areas, as well as their migration patterns. As I’ve said this is a huge oversee
(to ensure compliance). I want you to know and understand how mines are reclaimed
what it entails.

We have to follow rules, regulations, laws, methods, application to reclaim a mine
site. There is also a (Mining) Permit that provide guidelines of the whole mine. This is
general information for you. We a majority of Navajos who work there, recently
received some young men hired to work with us. I’m happy about it and I’ve work
with mining many years so I know what goes on. Thank you for listening.
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We are taught in the past about forcing someone to move from their homestead is
morally wrong; you upset everything in their lives. This is not good. We Navajos
have to deliberately take it upon ourselves to re-establish our community, we can
achieve it. This is not the end of the world, things are still here, and we’re here trying
to solve this situation. Our jobs are going away, yes, however it is replaceable. ...it’s
hazardous.
2. Alyssa James: Spoke in Navajo to greet and gave traditional introduction.
3. Shannon James: Spoke in Navajo to greet and gave traditional introduction.
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